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1 Background

• Learning curves show model performance with 
varying data sizes.

• Determining the optimal amount of data for a 
model is beneficial.

• Existing Parametric models may not capture 
real-world curve complexity.

• Research focuses on Learning Curve Prior-Data 
Fitted Networks.

• Idea is to use LCDB1 tests LC-PFN’s2 ability to 
extrapolate learning curves.

2 Research question

What are the benefits and limitations of 
using LC-PFN for learning curve 
extrapolation and how does it compare to 
other methods?

6 Future Directions

• Refine LC-PFN training with LCDB. Preliminary 
attempts in the repository3.

• Address failures caused by mmf4 and last1 in curve 
fitting.

• Refine the scaling approach to prevent model 
breakdowns.

• Explore different percentages of points required 
outside the Confidence Interval of LC-PFN.

• Determine confidence intervals for mmf4 and last1 
and extend to other parametric models for better 
comparison

Poster template taken from https://templatelab.com/research-posters/

5 Conclusion

Performance Evaluation: Compared LC-PFN to baselines (last1
and mmf4) across different cutoff values.
• LC-PFN demonstrated superior performance at lower 

cutoffs and remained competitive at higher values.

Analysis of Model Shortcomings: Identified instances of model 
breakdown due to overconfidence, increasing with higher 
cutoffs.
• Observed consistent underperformance on specific learners, 

notably SVC_sigmoid.
• No clear pattern in failing curves when grouped by datasets, 

though datasets ID 346 and 1465 exhibited worse 
performance in some cases
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xkcd: Extrapolating

3 Methodology

Database
• Utilization of Learning Curve Database (LCDB).
• Focus on the validation curve set (4367  Curves).
• Preprocessing involves aggregating curves per 

dataset and learner pair and converting dataset 
size into percentages.
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Machine Learning Model
• Employment of the Learning Curve Prior Fitted 

Network (LC-PFN), a transformer pre-trained on 
synthetic data.

• LC-PFN trained on right-censored curves from a 
parametric prior showcasing model accuracy vs 
epoch; different from the learning curves 
examined we look at.
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Model Evaluation Parameters
• Evaluation metric: Mean Squared Error (MSE).
• Cutoff percentages for extrapolation: 10%, 20%, 

40%, and 80%.
• Incorporation of baseline models (last1 and 

mmf4) for comparison.
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Model Breakdown
• Model Breakdown is defined by verifying 40% 

target accuracies outside the LC-PFN’s 90% 
confidence interval.

• Investigation of breakdown cases by grouping
curves by learner and dataset, assessing 
whether the model tends to overestimate or 
underestimate accuracies for points outside the 
expected CI.
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Red no. = MSE > 0.01

Results4

LC-PFN Model Performance Assessment

Table 1 : Average MSE of each model at different cutoffs

Figure 2  : Box plot of each model at 10% cutoff
LC-PFN Model Shortcomings

Table 2 : Count of curves that causes model breakdown
Table 3 : Count of curves by over & under estimating tendencies 

of the model at different cutoffs

Table  4 : Count of curves that causes model breakdown grouped by Dataset (OpenML ID)

Table 5 : Count of curve that cause model breakdown grouped by Learner 

Table 1 : Average MSE of each model at different cutoffs
Figure 1 : Visualization of curve extrapolation at 

10% Dataset ID is 188, the learner is SVC_rbf
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